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6.6. Practice
Problems are labeled Easy (E), Medium (M), and Hard (H).

6E1. List three mechanisms by which multiple regression can produce false inferences about causal 
effects.

6E2. For one of the mechanisms in the previous problem, provide an example of your choice, 
perhaps from your own research.

6E3. List the four elemental confounds. Can you explain the conditional dependencies of each?

6E4. How is a biased sample like conditioning on a collider? Think of the example at the open of 
the chapter.

6M1. Modify the DAG on page 186 to include the variable V, an unobserved cause of C and Y: C ← 
V → Y. Reanalyze the DAG. How many paths connect X to Y? Which must be closed? Which 
variables should you condition on now?

6M2. Sometimes, in order to avoid multicollinearity, people inspect pairwise correlations among 
predictors before including them in a model. This is a bad procedure, because what matters is the 
conditional association, not the association before the variables are included in the model. To high-
light this, consider the DAG X → Z → Y. Simulate data from this DAG so that the correlation 
between X and Z is very large. Then include both in a model prediction Y. Do you observe any 
multicollinearity? Why or why not? What is different from the legs example in the chapter?

6M3. Learning to analyze DAGs requires practice. For each of the four DAGs below, state 
which variables, if any, you must adjust for (condition on) to estimate the total causal influence of X 
on Y.
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6H1. Use the Waffle House data, data(WaffleDivorce), to find the total causal influence of num-
ber of Waffle Houses on divorce rate. Justify your model or models with a causal graph.
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6H2. Build a series of models to test the implied conditional independencies of the causal graph
you used in the previous problem. If any of the tests fail, how do you think the graph needs to be
amended? Does the graph need more or fewer arrows? Feel free to nominate variables that aren’t in
the data.

All three problems below are based on the same data. The data in data(foxes) are 116 foxes from
30 different urban groups in England. These foxes are like street gangs. Group size varies from 2 to
8 individuals. Each group maintains its own urban territory. Some territories are larger than others.
The area variable encodes this information. Some territories also have more avgfood than others.
We want to model the weight of each fox. For the problems below, assume the following DAG:

area

avgfood groupsize

weight

6H3. Use a model to infer the total causal influence of area on weight. Would increasing the area
available to each fox make it heavier (healthier)? You might want to standardize the variables. Re-
gardless, use prior predictive simulation to show that your model’s prior predictions stay within the
possible outcome range.

6H4. Now infer the causal impact of adding food to a territory. Would this make foxes heavier?
Which covariates do you need to adjust for to estimate the total causal influence of food?

6H5. Now infer the causal impact of group size. Which covariates do youneed to adjust for? Looking
at the posterior distribution of the resulting model, what do you think explains these data? That is,
can you explain the estimates for all three problems? How do they go together?

6H6. Consider your own research question. Draw a DAG to represent it. What are the testable
implications of your DAG? Are there any variables you could condition on to close all backdoor
paths? Are there unobserved variables that you have omitted? Would a reasonable colleague imagine
additional threats to causal inference that you have ignored?

6H7. For theDAG youmade in the previous problem, can youwrite a data generating simulation for
it? Can you design one or more statistical models to produce causal estimates? If so, try to calculate
interesting counterfactuals. If not, use the simulation to estimate the size of the bias youmight expect.
Under what conditions would you, for example, infer the opposite of a true causal effect?
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7.7. Practice
Problems are labeled Easy (E), Medium (M), and Hard (H).

7E1. State the three motivating criteria that define information entropy. Try to express each in your 
own words.

7E2. Suppose a coin is weighted such that, when it is tossed and lands on a table, it comes up heads 
70% of the time. What is the entropy of this coin?

7E3. Suppose a four-sided die is loaded such that, when tossed onto a table, it shows “1” 20%, “2” 
25%, “3” 25%, and “4” 30% of the time. What is the entropy of this die?

7E4. Suppose another four-sided die is loaded such that it never shows “4”. The other three sides 
show equally often. What is the entropy of this die?

7M1. Write down and compare the definitions of AIC and WAIC. Which of these criteria is most 
general? Which assumptions are required to transform the more general criterion into a less general 
one?

7M2. Explain the difference between model selection and model comparison. What information is 
lost under model selection?

7M3. When comparing models with an information criterion, why must all models be fit to exactly 
the same observations? What would happen to the information criterion values, if the models were 
fit to different numbers of observations? Perform some experiments, if you are not sure.

7M4. What happens to the effective number of parameters, as measured by PSIS or WAIC, as a prior 
becomes more concentrated? Why? Perform some experiments, if you are not sure.

7M5. Provide an informal explanation of why informative priors reduce overfitting.
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7M6. Provide an informal explanation of why overly informative priors result in underfitting.

7H1. In 2007,TheWall Street Journal published an editorial (“We’reNum-
ber One, Alas”) with a graph of corporate tax rates in 29 countries plot-
ted against tax revenue. A badly fit curve was drawn in (reconstructed
at right), seemingly by hand, to make the argument that the relationship
between tax rate and tax revenue increases and then declines, such that
higher tax rates can actually produce less tax revenue. I want you to actu-
ally fit a curve to these data, found in data(Laffer). Consider models
that use tax rate to predict tax revenue. Compare, using WAIC or PSIS, a
straight-linemodel to any curvedmodels you like. What do you conclude
about the relationship between tax rate and tax revenue?
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7H2. In the Laffer data, there is one country with a high tax revenue that is an outlier. Use PSIS
and WAIC to measure the importance of this outlier in the models you fit in the previous problem.
Then use robust regression with a Student’s t distribution to revisit the curve fitting problem. How
much does a curved relationship depend upon the outlier point?

7H3. Consider three fictional Polynesian islands. On each there is a Royal Ornithologist charged by
the king with surveying the bird population. They have each found the following proportions of 5
important bird species:

Species A Species B Species C Species D Species E
Island 1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
Island 2 0.8 0.1 0.05 0.025 0.025
Island 3 0.05 0.15 0.7 0.05 0.05

Notice that each row sums to 1, all the birds. This problem has two parts. It is not computationally
complicated. But it is conceptually tricky. First, compute the entropy of each island’s bird distribution.
Interpret these entropy values. Second, use each island’s bird distribution to predict the other two.
This means to compute the KL divergence of each island from the others, treating each island as if it
were a statistical model of the other islands. You should end up with 6 different KL divergence values.
Which island predicts the others best? Why?

7H4. Recall the marriage, age, and happiness collider bias example from Chapter 6. Run models
m6.9 and m6.10 again (page 178). Compare these twomodels usingWAIC (or PSIS, theywill produce
identical results). Which model is expected to make better predictions? Which model provides the
correct causal inference about the influence of age on happiness? Can you explain why the answers
to these two questions disagree?

7H5. Revisit the urban fox data, data(foxes), from the previous chapter’s practice problems. Use
WAIC or PSIS based model comparison on five different models, each using weight as the outcome,
and containing these sets of predictor variables:

(1) avgfood + groupsize + area
(2) avgfood + groupsize
(3) groupsize + area
(4) avgfood
(5) area

Can you explain the relative differences in WAIC scores, using the fox DAG from the previous chap-
ter? Be sure to pay attention to the standard error of the score differences (dSE).




